Frontier Airlines Announces New Crew Base in Tampa and Future Plans to Establish Atlanta Base
February 4, 2021
The New Base at Tampa International Airport Will Open for Flight Attendants in May 2021
DENVER – Feb. 4, 2021 – Low-fare carrier Frontier Airlines will establish a crew base at Tampa International Airport (TPA) opening in May 2021.
Approximately 250 flight attendants and 140 pilots will be based at TPA this year with that number expected to increase in the future. Additionally, the
airline announced its intention to open a crew base at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL) in late 2021.
“With our low-cost structure and focus on leisure travel, Frontier is exceptionally well positioned to increase operations this year and continue to
expand in these two growing markets,” said Barry Biffle, president and CEO, Frontier Airlines. “We anticipate that nearly 400 Frontier crew members
will be based in Tampa by the end of 2021. Atlanta is also on the radar for later this year and those details will become more solidified as things
progress.”
Both markets have become increasingly important destinations for Frontier with anticipated growth in routes in and out of those cities during the course
of 2021. Frontier currently offers nearly 20 nonstop routes from Tampa International Airport and more than 15 nonstop options from Hartsfield-Jackson
Atlanta International Airport, with a wide range of additional flight connection opportunities within Frontier’s domestic and international network.
“Any time we add a new crew base, it is an indicator of continued growth for our airline and also welcomed news for our crew members, who gain a
new home base option, and local communities that reap the economic benefits,” said Biffle.
About Frontier Airlines
Frontier Airlines is committed to “Low Fares Done Right.” Headquartered in Denver, Colorado, the company operates more than 100 A320 family
aircraft and has the largest A320neo fleet in the U.S., delivering the highest level of noise reduction and fuel-efficiency, compared to previous models.
The use of these aircraft, Frontier’s seating configuration, weight-saving tactics and baggage process have all contributed to the airline’s average of 43
percent fuel savings compared to other U.S. airlines (fuel savings is based on Frontier Airlines’ 2019 fuel consumption per seat-mile compared to the
weighted average of major U.S. airlines), which makes Frontier the most fuel-efficient U.S. airline. More information about Frontier’s green
commitments are available at FlyFrontier.com/Green.
With 150 new Airbus planes on order, Frontier will continue to grow to deliver on the mission of providing affordable travel across America.

